Kansas Head Coach Bill Self:
_on the slow moving game and 11th victory..._
“We didn’t play particularly well, but we played well in stretches, Jalen struggled, Gradey didn’t get off as many looks, but we actually did some pretty good things. We didn’t make any threes the first half, we didn’t do a lot of things that made it look like we played worse than what we did, but we weren’t turned up at all defensively to start the game. They got anything they wanted the first 10 minutes of the game.”

Harvard Head Coach Tommy Amaker:
_on tonight’s game..._
“We recognize how good and talented they are, and especially in this building. I thought our kids fought tooth and nail, we had momentum plays when we tried to cut into their lead to try and stay within striking distance. They are explosive, and that’s one of the things you can’t prepare for, how they can score in bunches, and they get this place revved up. Our kids fought back and kept our heads in the game. They’re really good. Wilson is tough, he does so much for one person. He brings the ball up, posts up, defends our best player and he’s a really good player.”